Abstract. We introduce a notion, behavioral distance, for evaluating the extent to which processes-potentially running different programs and executing on different platforms-behave similarly in response to a common input. We explore behavioral distance as a means to detect an attack on one process that causes its behavior to deviate from that of another. We propose a measure of behavioral distance and a realization of this measure using the system calls emitted by processes. Through an empirical evaluation of this measure using three web servers on two different platforms (Linux and Windows), we demonstrate that this approach holds promise for better intrusion detection with moderate overhead.
Introduction
Numerous attacks on software systems result in a process' execution deviating from its normal behavior. Prominent examples include code injection attacks on server processes, resulting from buffer overflow and format string vulnerabilities. A significant amount of research has sought to detect such attacks through monitoring the behavior of the process and comparing that behavior to a model of "normal" behavior. Typically this model of "normal" is obtained either from the process' own previous behavior [10, 27, 9, 8, 13, 12, 37] or the behavior prescribed by the source code or executable of the program it executes [35, 14, 15] .
In this paper we present a new approach for detecting anomalous behavior of a process, in which the model of "normal" is a "replica" of the process running in parallel with it, operating on the same inputs. At a high level, our goal is to detect any behavioral deviation between replicas operating on the same inputs, which will then indicate that one of the replicas has been compromised. As we will show, this approach will better detect mimicry attacks [36, 31] than previous approaches. In addition, this approach has immediate application in fault-tolerant systems, which often run replicas and compare their responses (not behavior) to client requests to detect (e.g., [29, 3, 2] ) or mask (e.g., [17, 25, 4, 39] ) faults. When considering attacks, it is insufficient to simply compare the responses to detect faults, because certain intrusions may not result in observable deviation in the responses (but may nevertheless go on to attack the interior network, for example). Our method of detecting behavioral deviation between replicas can significantly improve the resilience of such fault-tolerant systems by detecting more stealthy attacks.
Monitoring for deviations between replicas would be a relatively simple task if the replicas were identical. However, in light of the primary source of attacks with which we are concerned-i.e., software faults and, in particular, code injection attacks that would corrupt identical replicas identically-it is necessary that the "replicas" be as diverse as possible. We thus take as our goal the task of measuring the behavioral distance between two diverse processes, be they distinct implementations of the program (e.g., as in n-version programming [5] ), the same implementation running on different platforms (e.g., one Linux, one Windows), or even distinct implementations on diverse platforms. In this paper, we propose a method to measure behavioral distance between replicas and show that our method can work with competing, off-the-shelf, diverse implementations without modification.
We can measure behavioral distance using many different observable attributes of the replicas. As a concrete example, the measure of "behavior" for a replica that we adopt is the sequence of system calls it emits, since a process presumably is able to affect its surroundings primarily through system calls. Because the replicas are intentionally diverse, even how to define the "distance" between the system call sequences they induce is unclear. When the replicas execute on diverse platforms, the system calls supported are different and not in one-to-one correspondence. When coupled with distinct implementations there is little reason to expect any similarity whatsoever between the system call sequences induced on the platforms when each processes the same request.
A key observation in our work, however, is that even though the system call sequences might not be similar in any syntactic way, they will typically be correlated in the sense that a particular system call subsequence emitted by one replica will usually coincide with a (but syntactically very different) subsequence emitted by the other replica. These correlations could be determined either through static analysis of the replica executables (and the libraries), or by first subjecting the replicas to a battery of well-formed (benign) inputs and observing the system call sequences induced coincidentally. The former is potentially more thorough, but the latter is more widely applicable, being unaffected by difficulties in static analysis of binaries for certain platforms 1 or, in the future, 1 For example, the complexity of static analysis on x86 binaries is well documented. This complexity stems from difficulties in code discovery and module discovery [24] , with numerous contributing factors, including: variable instruction size (Prasad and Chiueh claim that this renders the problem of distinguishing code from data undecidable [22] ); hand-coded assembly routines, e.g., due to statically linked libraries, that may not follow familiar source-level conventions (e.g., that a function has a single entry point) or use recognizable compiler idioms [26] ; and indirect branch instructions such as call/jmp reg32 that make it difficult or impossible to identify the target location [24, 22] . Due to these issues and others, x86 binary analysis tools have strict restrictions on their applicable targets [24, 18, 26, 22] .
of software obfuscated to render static analysis very difficult for the purposes of digital rights management (e.g., [7] ). So, we employ the latter method here.
Comparison with related work
Utilizing an intrusion detection system to monitor the system calls of a single (non-replicated) process is a thoroughly explored alternative to the approach we explore here for detecting software faults and code-injection attacks. However, all such techniques of which we are aware are vulnerable to mimicry attacks, whereby code injected by an attacker issues attack system calls within a longer sequence that is consistent with normal behavior of the program [36, 31, 13] . In the same fashion, independent system call monitoring of each of two diverse replicas does not address this problem, provided that the code injected successfully into one replica uses mimicry. However, as we will show, the alternative we consider here, in which replicas are monitored in a coordinated fashion, makes such an attack far more difficult. The reason is that mimicry of any valid system call sequence on a replica is not sufficient to avoid detection. Rather, to remain undetected, mimicry must induce a system call sequence that is typically observed coincidentally with the sequence emitted by the other, uncorrupted replica. Viewed more broadly, our approach can be considered a form of intrusion detection that seeks to correlate events from multiple distinct components of a system. Often these events are themselves intrusion detection alerts (e.g., [33, 21] ); in contrast, in our approach the events are system calls produced in the course of the system running normally. As such, our work bears a conceptual similarity to other efforts that correlate seemingly benign events across multiple systems to identify intrusions (e.g., [30, 6, 38] ). However, we are unaware of any that demonstrate this capability at the system call level.
Contributions
In this paper we introduce the notion of behavioral distance for intrusion detection, and detail the design, implementation and performance of a system for dynamically monitoring the behavioral distance of diverse replicas. We detail our measure of behavioral distance and our method for divining the correlated system call subsequences of two replicas. We show through empirical analysis with three different http server implementations and two different platforms (Linux and Windows) that thresholds for behavioral distance can typically be set so as to induce low false positive (i.e., false alarm) rates while detecting even a minimal attack consisting of merely an open and a write-even if the attacker knows that our defense is being used. Moreover, the false alarm rate can be further reduced in exchange for some possibility of an attack going undetected (a false negative), though we believe that this tradeoff can be tuned to detect the richer attacks seen in practice with virtually no false alarms. Perhaps more importantly, as a first step in analyzing the behavioral distance of diverse implementations and platforms, we believe this work can lay the framework for future research to improve this tradeoff further.
The Problem
The behavioral distance that we define should detect semantic similarity/difference when replicas process the same input. That is, provided that replicas process responses in the same way semantically, the behavioral distance should be small. However, because the two replicas may be constructed differently and may run on different operating systems, the two execution traces will naturally differ syntactically. To bridge this apparent discrepancy, we use the fact that since the replicas process the same input, during normal program execution the two syntactically-different executions should represent the same semantic action.
So, our problem is as follows: let s 1 and s 2 denote sequences of observed behaviors of two replicas, respectively. We need to define (and train) a distance measure Dist(s 1 , s 2 ) that returns a small value when the replicas operate semantically similarly, and returns a large value when they semantically diverge. The quality of the distance measure function Dist() directly impacts the false positive and false negative rates of the system.
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of developing an accurate behavioral distance measure for detecting software faults and intrusions has not been studied before. Some techniques have been developed to evaluate the semantic equivalence of two sequences of program instructions, though these techniques are difficult to scale to large programs. Also, the problem of semantic equivalence is different from the behavioral distance problem that we study here, since diverse replicas may not behave in exactly the same way. We thus believe we are the first to pose and explore this problem. We also believe that research on this topic could lead to other applications.
There are many ways to monitor the "behavior" of a process. For example, one could look at sequence of instructions executed, or patterns in which process's internal states change. In this paper, we propose a specific measure for behavioral distance, by using system call sequences emitted by processes. A system call is a service provided by the operating system and has been used in many intrusion/anomaly detection systems [10, 27, 9, 8, 13, 12, 37, 35, 14, 15] . It is a reliable way of monitoring program behavior because in most modern operating systems, a system call is the only way for user programs to interact with the operating system. Also, system calls are natural places to intercept a program and perform monitoring, since system calls often require a context switch. Thus, system call monitoring could introduce lower overhead than intercepting the program at other points for monitoring.
Behavioral Distance Using System Call Sequences
In this section, we describe how we construct the behavioral distance measure using system call sequences. The goal is to design a quantitative measure such that system call sequences resulting from the same/similar behavior on replicas will have a small "distance" value, and system call sequences resulting from different behavior will have a large "distance" value. As pointed out in Section 1, our objective is to develop such a distance measure without analyzing the program source code or executable, i.e., the distance measure function Dist(s 1 , s 2 ) is defined by first subjecting the server replicas to a battery of well-formed (benign) requests and observing the system call sequences induced.
Overview
Defining such a behavioral distance measure based on system call sequences is non-trivial. A system call observed is simply an integer, which is the system call ID used in the operating system and carries little meaning. 2 The two replicas may run on two different operating systems such as Linux and Windows; therefore the same system call ID is likely to mean very different things on two different operating systems. However, because the replicas process the same request and generate the same response, there is a strong correlation on the semantics of the system call sequences made by the replicas. Thus, we can evaluate the behavioral distance by identifying the semantic correspondence of the syntactically unrelated system call sequences.
The sequence of system calls made by a replica can be broken into subsequences of system calls, which we call system call phrases. A system call phrase is a subsequence of system calls that frequently appear together in program executions, and thus might correspond to a specific task on the operating system or a basic block in the program's source code. If we can learn the correspondence between these phrases, i.e., phrases on two replicas that perform the same/similar task, we can then break sequences of system calls into phrases, and compare the corresponding phrases to find the behavioral distance. A large behavioral distance indicates an attack or a fault on one of the replicas.
Motivated by the above intuition, we propose to calculate the behavioral distance as follows. We first obtain a distance table, which indicates the distance between any two system call phrases from two replicas. Ideally, the distance associated with two phrases that perform the same task is low, and otherwise is high. Next, we break system call sequences s 1 and s 2 into sequences of system call phrases. (Details are covered in Section 3.5.) The two sequences may have different numbers of phrases, and the corresponding phrases (those that perform similar tasks) might not be at the same location in the two sequences. We handle this problem by inserting insertion/deletion phrases (denoted as I/D phrases or σ in the following sections) to obtain two equal-length sequences of phrases s 1,1 , . . . , s 1,n and s 2,1 , . . . , s 2,n . We then look up the distances between the corresponding phrases in the distance table and compute the behavioral distance as the sum of these distances: 1≤i≤n dist(s 1,i , s 2,i ).
In the rest of this section, we first explain more formally how we calculate the behavioral distance, and then describe how we obtain the distance table through learning. Finally we briefly explain how we identify the system call phrases by pattern extraction.
Behavioral Distance Calculation
In this subsection, we first give the intuition behind our approach by explaining a related problem in molecular biology and evolution. We then formally define our behavioral distance calculation.
A related problem to behavioral distance has been studied in molecular biology and evolution. Roughly speaking, the problem is to evaluate evolutionary change between DNA sequences. When two DNA sequences are derived from a common ancestral sequence, the descendant sequences gradually diverge by changes in the nucleotides. For example, a nucleotide in a DNA sequence may be substituted by another nucleotide over time; a nucleotide may also be deleted or a new nucleotide can be inserted.
To evaluate the evolutionary change between DNA sequences, Sellers [28] proposed a distance measure called evolutionary distance, by counting the number of nucleotide changes (including substitutions, deletions and insertions) and summing up the corresponding distances of substitutions, deletions and insertions. The calculation is easy when nucleotides in the two sequences are aligned properly, i.e., corresponding nucleotides are at the same location in the two sequences. However, it becomes complicated when there are deletions and/or insertions, because the nucleotides are misaligned. Therefore, the correct alignment needs to be found by inferring the locations of deletions and insertions. Figure 1 shows an example with two nucleotide sequences and a possible alignment scheme [20] .
Original Sequence
Aligned Sequence ATGCGTCGTT ATGC-GTCGTT ATCCGCGAT AT-CCG-CGAT
Fig. 1. Example of two nucleotide sequences
Our behavioral distance calculation is inspired by the evolutionary distance method proposed by Sellers [28] , where the evolutionary distance is calculated as the sum of the costs of substitutions, deletions and insertions. In behavioral distance calculations, we also have the "misalignment" problem. Misalignments between system call phrases are mainly due to the diverse implementations or platforms of the replicas. For example, the same task can be performed by different numbers of system call phrases on different replicas. Figure 2 shows an example with two sequences of system call phrases observed when two replicas are processing the same request. Due to implementation differences, s 2 has an extra system call phrase idle 2 which does not perform any critical operation.
To calculate the behavioral distance, we thus need to perform an alignment procedure by inserting I/D phrases (inserting an I/D phrase in one sequence is equivalent to deleting a corresponding phrase from the other sequence) so that s1 = open1, read1, write1, close1 s2 = open2, read2, idle2, write2, close2 Fig. 2 . Example of system call sequences observed on two replicas system call phrases that perform similar tasks will be at the same position in the two aligned sequences. Given a "proper" alignment, we can then calculate the sum of the distances between the phrases at the same position (Section 3.3 discusses how we obtain the distances between any two phrases) in the two sequences and use this sum as the behavioral distance.
Given a pair of misaligned system call sequences, there are obviously more than one way of inserting I/D phrases into the sequences. Different ways of inserting them will result in different alignments and hence different behavioral distances between the two sequences. What we are most interested in here is to find the behavioral distance between two sequences when the phrases are aligned "properly", i.e., when phrases that perform similar tasks are aligned to each other. Although it is not clear how to find such an alignment for any given pair of sequences, we know that the "best" alignment should result in the smallest behavioral distance between the two sequences, among all other ways of inserting I/D phrases, because phrases that perform similar tasks have a low behavioral distance, as explained in Section 3.3. Therefore, we consider different alignments and choose the one that results in the smallest as the behavioral distance between the two sequences.
Assume that a sequence of system calls s is given in the form of a sequence of system call phrases. Let prs(s) denote the number of system call phrases in the sequence. Given two sequences s 1 and s 2 , we define Ext(s i , n) as the set of sequences obtained by inserting n − prs(s i ) I/D phrases into s i , at any locations (i ∈ {1, 2}). n = f 1 (prs(s 1 ), prs(s 2 )) is the length of the extended sequences after inserting I/D phrases. In order to give more flexibility in the phrase alignments, f 1 () ensures that n > max(prs(s 1 ), prs(s 2 )). (The definition of f 1 () used in our experiments is shown in Section 3.6.)
We define the behavioral distance between two system call sequences s 1 and s 2 as Dist(s 1 , s 2 ) = min
where Figure 2 may indicate that the minimum is obtained when
Learning the Distance Table
The calculation of behavioral distance shown in Section 3.2 assumes that the distances between any two system call phrases are known. In this subsection, we detail how we obtain the distance table by learning. To make the explanations clearer, we assume that the two replicas are running Linux and Microsoft Windows 3 operating systems. One way to obtain the distance table is to analyze the semantics of each phrase and then manually assign the distances according to the similarity of the semantics. There are several difficulties with this approach. First, this is labor intensive. (Note that the set of system call phrases is likely to be different for different programs.) Second, the information may not be available, e.g., most system calls are not documented in Windows. Third, even if they are well documented, e.g., as in Linux, the distances obtained in this way will be general to the operating system, and might not be able to capture any specific features of the program running on the replicas.
Instead, we propose an automatic way for deriving the distance table by learning. As pointed out in Section 1, our objective is to find the correlation between system call phrases by first subjecting the server replicas to a battery of well-formed (benign) requests and observing the system calls induced. We use the pairs of system call sequences (i.e., system call sequences made by the two replicas when processing the same request) in the training data to obtain the distance table, which contains distances between any two system call phrases observed in the training data. To do that, we first initialize the distance table, and then run a number of iterations to update the entries in the distance table. The iterative process stops when the distance table converges, i.e., when the distance values in the table change by only a small amount for a few consecutive iterations. In each iteration, we calculate the behavioral distance between any system call sequence pairs in the training data (using the modified distance values from the previous iteration), and then use the results of the behavioral distance calculation to update the distance table. We explain how we initialize and update the distance table in the following two subsections.
Initializing the Distance Table The initial distance values in the distance  table play an important role in the performance of the system. Improper values might result in converging to a local minimum, or slower convergence. We introduce two approaches to initialize these distances. We use the first approach to initialize entries in the distance table that involve system calls for which we know the behavior, and use the second approach for the rest. Intuitively, distance between phrases that perform similar tasks should be assigned a small value.
The first approach The first approach to initialize these distances is by analyzing the semantics of individual system calls in Linux and Windows. We first assign similarity values to each pair of system calls in Linux and Windows. Let C L and C W be the set of system calls in Linux and Windows, respectively. We analyze each Linux system call and Windows system call and assign a value to sim(c
W |}. System calls that perform similar functions are assigned a small similarity value. We then initialize the distances between two system call phrases based on these similarity values.
Let P L and P W be the set of Linux system call phrases and Windows system call phrases observed, respectively. We would like to calculate dist(p
i.e., the distance between two phrases where p
is the l th system call in phrase p W j .
Intuitively, if system calls in the two phrases have small similarity values with each other, the distance between the two phrases should be low. (The definition of f 2 () used in our experiments is shown in Section 3.6.)
The main difficulty of this approach is that Windows system calls are not well documented. We have managed to obtain the system call IDs of 94 exported Windows system calls with their function prototypes [19] . 4 We then assign distances to these 94 Windows system calls and the Linux system calls by comparing their semantics. Since we do not know the system call IDs and semantics of the rest of the Windows system calls, we propose a second method to initialize the distance table for phrases that involve the rest of the system calls.
The second approach The second approach to initialize the distance between two phrases is to use frequency information. Intuitively, if two system call phrases perform similar tasks on two replicas, they will occur in the system call sequences in the training data with similar frequencies. We obtain the frequency information when the phrases are first identified by a phrase extraction algorithm and a phrase reduction algorithm; see Section 3.5. The phrase extraction algorithm analyzes system call sequences from sample executions, and outputs a set of system call phrases. The phrase reduction algorithm takes this result and outputs a subset of the system call phrases that are necessary to "cover" the training data, in the sense described below.
The phrase reduction algorithm runs a number of rounds to find the minimal subset of system call phrases identified by the phrase extraction algorithm that can cover the training data. Each round in the phrase reduction algorithm outputs one system call phrase that has the highest coverage (number of occurrences times length of the phrase) in the training data. After the phrase with the highest coverage is found in each round, the system call sequences in the training data are modified by removing all occurrences of that phrase. The phrase reduction algorithm terminates when the training data becomes empty. Let cnt(p 
, respectively. The idea is that system call phrases identified with similar frequencies in the training data are likely to perform the same task, and therefore will be assigned a lower distance.
. f 3 () compares the frequencies with which phrases p L i and p W j are identified and assigns a distance accordingly. (The definition of f 3 () that we use in our experiments is shown in Section 3.6.) Distances between a system call phrase and the I/D phrase σ are assigned a constant. dist(σ, σ) is always zero. Table In this subsection, we show how we use the system call sequences in the training data to update the distance table iteratively. We run a number of iterations. The distances are updated in each iteration, and the process stops when the distance table converges, i.e., when the distance values in the table change by only a small amount in a few consecutive iterations. In each iteration, we first calculate the behavioral distance between any pairs of system call sequences (i.e., system call sequences made by the two replicas when processing the same request) in the training data, using the updated distance values from the previous iteration, and then use the results of the behavioral distance calculation to update the distance table.
Iteratively Updating the Distance
Note that the result of the behavioral distance calculation not only gives the minimum of the sum of distances over different alignment schemes, but also the particular alignment that results in the minimum. Thus, we analyze the result of the behavioral distance calculation to find out the frequencies with which two phrases are aligned to each other, and use this frequency information to update the corresponding value in the distance table.
Let occ z (p 
and dist(σ, p W j ) are updated in the same way, and dist(σ, σ) = 0. After the distances are updated, we start the next iteration, where we calculate the behavioral distances between system call sequences in the training data using the new distance values. The process of behavioral distance calculation and distance table updating repeats until the distance table converges, i.e., when the distance values in the table change by a small amount for a few consecutive iterations.
Real-time Monitoring
After obtaining the distance table by learning, we use the system for real-time monitoring. Each request from a client is sent to both replicas, and such a request results in a sequence of system calls made by each replica. We collect the two system call sequences from both replicas in real time and calculate the behavioral distance between the two sequences. If the behavioral distance is higher than a threshold, an alarm is raised.
System Call Phrases
Before we start calculating the behavioral distance, we need to break a system call sequence into system call phrases. System call phrases have been used in intrusion/anomaly detection systems [37, 13] . Working on system call phrases significantly improves the performance of behavioral distance calculation, since a relatively long system call sequence is recognized as a short sequence of system call phrases.
We use the phrase extraction algorithm TEIRESIAS [23] and the phrase reduction algorithm in [37] , which are also used in intrusion/anomaly detection systems [37, 13] , to extract system call phrases. The TEIRESIAS algorithm analyzes system call sequences from sample executions, and outputs a set of system call phrases that are guaranteed to be maximal [23] . Maximal phrases (the number of occurrences of which will decrease if the phrases are extended to include any additional system call) capture system calls that are made in a fixed sequence, and therefore intuitively should conform to basic blocks/functions in the program source code. The phrase reduction algorithm takes the result from TEIRESIAS and outputs a subset of the system call phrases that are necessary to cover the training data. Note that other phrase extraction and reduction algorithms can be used.
For any given system call sequence, there might be more than one way of breaking it into system call phrases. Here we consider all possible ways of breaking it for the behavioral distance calculation and use the minimum as the result. We also group repeating phrases in a sequence and consider only one occurrence of such phrase. The objective is not to "penalize" requests that require longer processing. For example, http requests for large files normally result in long system call sequences with many repeating phrases.
Parameter Settings
The settings of many functions and parameters may affect the performance of our system. In particular, the most important ones are the four functions f 1 (), f 2 (), f 3 () and f 4 (). There are many ways to define these functions. Good definitions can improve the performance, especially in terms of the false positive and false negative rates. Below we show how these functions are defined in our experiments. We consider as future work to investigate other ways to define these functions, in order to improve the false positive and false negative rates.
These functions are defined as follows in our experiments:
where m and m are normalizing factors used to keep the sum of the costs in the distance table constant in each iteration.
Evaluations and Discussions
In this section we evaluate an implementation of our system. We show that the system is able to detect sophisticated mimicry attacks with a low false positive rate. We also show that the performance overhead of our system is moderate.
Experimental Setup
We setup a system with two replicas running two webservers and one proxy to serve http requests. Replica L runs Debian Linux on a desktop computer with a 2.2 GHz Pentium IV processor, and replica W runs Windows XP on a desktop computer with a 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor. We use another desktop computer with a 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor to host a proxy server P. All the three machines have 512 MB of memory. The Linux kernel on L is modified such that system calls made by the webserver are captured and sent to P. On W, we develop a kernel driver to capture the system calls made by the webserver. A user program obtains the system calls from the kernel driver on W and sends them to P.
P accepts client http requests and forwards them to both L and W. After processing the requests, L and W send out responses and the system call sequences made by the server programs. P calculates the behavioral distance between the two system call sequences, raising an alarm if the behavioral distance exceeds a threshold, and forwards the response to the client if responses from L and W are the same.
Behavioral Distance Between System Call Sequences
We run our experiments on three different http server programs: Apache [11] , Myserver [1] and Abyss [32] . We choose these servers mainly because they work on both Linux and Windows. A collection of html files of size from 0 to 5 MB are served by these http servers. Training and testing data is obtained by simulating a client that randomly chooses a file to download. The client sends 1000 requests, out of which 800 are used as training data and the remaining 200 are used as testing data.
We run two sets of tests. In the first set of tests we run the same server implementation on the replicas, i.e., both L and W run Apache, Myserver or Abyss. Training data is used to learn the distances between system call phrases, which are then used to calculate the behavioral distance between system call sequences in the testing data. Results of the behavioral distance calculations on the testing data are shown in Figure 3 in the form of cumulative distribution functions (x-axis shows the behavioral distance, and y-axis shows the percentage of requests with behavioral distance smaller than the corresponding value on x-axis.). Figure 3 clearly shows that legitimate requests result in system call sequences with small behavioral distance.
In the second set of tests, we run different servers on L and W. Figure 4 (a) shows the results when L is running Myserver and W is running Apache, and Figure 4(b) shows results when L is running Apache and W is running Myserver. Although the behavioral distances calculated are not as small as those obtained in the first set of tests, the results are still very encouraging. This set of tests shows that our system cannot only be used when replicas are running the same servers on different operating systems, but also be used when replicas are running different servers. Our approach is thus an alternative to output voting for server implementations that do not always provide identical responses to the same request (c.f., [4] ). 
Resilience against Mimicry Attacks
Section 4.2 shows that legitimate requests to the replicas result in system call sequences with small behavioral distances. In this section, we show that attack traffic will result in system call sequences of large behavioral distances. However, our emphasis is not on simple attacks which can be detected by intrusion/anomaly detection systems on individual replicas. (We did try two known attacks on an Abyss webserver, and results show that they are detected by isolated anomaly detection systems [37] on any one of the replicas.) Instead, we focus on more sophisticated attacks, namely mimicry attacks [36, 31] . An attack that injects code into the address space of a running process, and then causes the process to jump to the injected code, results in a sequence of system calls issued by the injected code. In a mimicry attack, the injected code is crafted so that the "attack" system calls are embedded within a longer sequence that is consistent with the program that should be running in the process. As shown in [36, 13] , mimicry attacks are typically able to evade detection by hostbased intrusion/anomaly detection systems that monitor system call sequences.
We analyze a very general mimicry attack, in which the attacker tries to make system call open followed by system call write, when the vulnerable server is processing a carefully crafted http request with attack code embedded. This simple attack sequence is extremely common in many attacks, e.g., the addition of a backdoor root account into the password file. We assume that the attacker can launch such an attack on only one of the replicas using a single request; i.e., either the vulnerability exists only on one of the replicas, or if both replicas are vulnerable, an attacker can inject code that makes system calls of his choice on only one of the replicas. To our knowledge, there is no existing code-injection attacks that violate this assumption, when the replicas are running Linux and Microsoft Windows; nor do we know how to construct one except in very specialized cases.
We perform two tests with different assumptions. The first test assumes that the attacker is trying to evade detection by an existing anomaly detection technique running on one of the replicas. In particular, the anomaly detection technique we consider here is one that uses variable-length system call phrases in modeling normal behavior of the running program [37] . In other words, the first test assumes that the attacker does not know that we are utilizing a behavioral distance calculation between replicas (or indeed that there are multiple replicas). In the second test, we assume that the attacker not only understands that our behavioral distance calculation between replicas is being used, but also has a copy of the distance table that is used in the behavioral distance calculation. This means that an attacker in the second test is the most powerful attacker, who knows everything about our system. In both tests, we exhaustively search for the best mimicry attack. In the first test, the "best" mimicry attack is that which makes the minimal number of system calls while remaining undetected. In the second test, the "best" mimicry attack is that which results in the smallest behavioral distance between system call sequences from the two replicas. We assume that the mimicry attack in both cases results in a request to the uncorrupted replica that produces a "page not found" response.
Results of both tests are shown in Table 1 . For each individual test, Table 1 shows the behavioral distance of the best mimicry attack, and the percentage of testing data (from Section 4.2) that has a smaller behavioral distance. That is, the percentage shown in Table 1 indicates the true acceptance rate of our system when the detection threshold is set to detect the best mimicry attack. As shown, these percentages are all very close to 100%, which means that the false alarm rate of our technique is relatively low, even when the system is configured to detect the most sophisticated mimicry attacks. Moreover, by comparing results from the two sets of tests, we can also see the trade-off between better detection capability and lower false positive rate. For example, by setting the threshold to detect any mimicry attacks that could have evaded detection by an isolated intrusion/anomaly detection system on one of the replicas (results in test 1), our system will have a much lower false positive rate (between 0% and 0.5%). 
Performance Overhead
Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 show that our method for behavioral distance is more resilient against mimicry attacks than previous approaches and has low false positive rate. In this section, we evaluate the performance overhead of our implementation of the behavioral distance calculation by measuring the throughput of the http servers and the average latency of the requests. The performance evaluation shows that the performance overhead is moderate. Also note that our current implementation is unoptimized, so the performance overhead will be even lower with an optimized implementation.
We run two experiments to evaluate our performance overhead. First, we evaluate the performance degradation of a single server due to the overhead of having to extract and send the system call information to another machine to compute the behavioral distance. Second, we show our performance overhead in comparison to a fault-tolerant system that compares the responses from replicas before returning the response to the client ("output voting").
Performance Overhead of Extracting and Sending System Call Information In this experiment, we run two different tests on one single server running Windows operating system (with a 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor and 512 MB memory). In both tests, we utilize the static test suite shipped with WebBench 5.0 [34] to test the throughput and latency of the server when the server is fully utilized. In the first test, the machine simply runs the Abyss X1 webserver. In the second test, the machine runs the same webserver and also extracts and sends out the system call information to another machine for the behavioral distance calculation (though this calculation is not on the critical path of the response). We compared the difference in throughput and latency between the two tests. Our experiment results show that the second test has a 6.6% overhead in throughput and 6.4% overhead in latency compared to the first test. This shows that intercepting and sending out system call information causes very low performance overhead on a single server in terms of both throughput and latency.
Performance Overhead Compared to Output Voting We perform three tests to measure the performance overhead of our implementation of the behavioral distance on a replicated system with Abyss X1 webservers. The experimental setup is the same as shown in Section 4.1, except that we use another machine T (with a 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor and 512 MB memory) to generate client requests, and in one of the tests we also have yet another machine C to perform the behavioral distance calculation. We use the benchmark program WebBench 5.0 [34] in all the three tests. All tests utilize the static test suite shipped with WebBench 5.0, except that we simulate 10 concurrent clients throughout the tests. Each test was run for 80 minutes with statistics calculated at 5-minute intervals. Results are shown in Figure 5 . In the first test, replicas L and W only serve as webservers, without the kernel patch (on Linux) or kernel driver (on Windows) to capture the system call sequences. Proxy P does output voting, which means that responses from L and W are compared before being sent to the client T. This test is used as the reference in our evaluation.
In the second test, besides output voting on P, replicas L and W capture the system calls made by the webservers and send them to machine C, which does the behavioral distance calculation. Note that in this test the behavioral distance calculation is not on the critical path of responding to the client. The purpose of this test is to show the overhead for capturing the system call information (and analyzing it off-line). As seen from Figure 5 , this results in very small overhead: 3.58% in throughput and 0.089 millisecond in latency on average.
In the last test, output voting and the behavioral distance calculation are both performed on the proxy P on the critical path of responding to the client, i.e., the response is sent to the client only after the behavioral distance calculation and output comparison complete. To improve performance, P caches behavioral distance calculations, so that identical calculations are not performed repeatedly. Figure 5 shows that the proxy needs about 50 minutes to reach its optimal performance level. After that, clients experience about a 24.3% reduction in throughput and 0.848 millisecond overhead in latency, when compared to results from the first test.
The results suggest that we need to use a slightly more powerful machine for the proxy, if we want to do behavioral distance calculation on the critical path of server responses, for servers to remain working at peak throughput. However, even in our tests the overhead in latency is less than a millisecond.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce behavioral distance for evaluating the extent to which two processes behave similarly in response to a common input. Behavioral distance can be used to detect a software fault or attack on a replica, particularly one that does not immediately yield evidence in the output of the replica. We propose a measure of behavioral distance and a realization of this measure using the system calls emitted by processes. Through an empirical evaluation of this measure using three web servers on two different platforms (Linux and Windows), we demonstrate that this approach is able to detect sophisticated mimicry attacks with low false positive rate and moderate overhead.
